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Adapted Instruction
Teachers continue to alter plans, schedules, and
methods to ensure your children are receiving
the best education under dire circumstances.
Some are staying afloat while others are
drowning in the COVID pool of unknown tomorrows. How are some Northern Lehigh educators dealing with sudden cyber-school while
maintaining a shred of mental sanity?
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Fascist America: Worse than you thought?
-

-
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Some classrooms think outside the book and
tell the same tales with comic-like publications

Race becomes confusing to teach in classroom texts
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Classrooms surviving, not thriving, during COVID
‘This was not in the teacher’s manual’ becomes mantra among educators in NL and beyond
-
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February Artist of the Month:
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Has disdain for human
rights become the
American way?

“I plan to take the summer off and attend LCCC in
the fall. I made this decision to be able to progress
reasonably while navigating a post-COVID world.”

Dylan Miller

“After high school, I am going to Lycoming College
where I will be playing soccer and studying secondary education / mathematics. I am excited to start a
new chapter of my life and to meet new people, but I
will miss my friends who will now be hours away.”

Riley Griffith
“I am a machinist in training and am currently
working at Tyber Medical. I feel great that I will graduate high school with a full-time job lined up that I
genuinely enjoy!”

Alena Snyder
“After high school, I am going to go to college and
become an optometrist. I am very excited for the new
experiences college will bring, but I am also nervous
and sad to leave home and my friends.”

Julia Wanamaker
“I am planning on majoring in psychology. I’m not
sure how I feel about the coming future, because the
pandemic threw a wrench in a lot of it, but I can
only hope that the best is yet to come.”

Caleb Hankee

“After high school, I’m thinking of attending an outof-state college, likely to go off and study marine
biology. I think time after high school will be fun and
challenging, with a lot of new experiences to both look
forward to and to dread.”

Ricardo babilonia

Want to park your prints in Free Barking?
Give Molly Williams a shout: mw4830@mynlsd.org.
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Mutual respect shown among masked Bulldogs

-

Red + Blue = Black: Political tension is tearing us apart
-

-

Lily Groover
Owen Levan-Uhler
Madelynn Mack
Haven Moore
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Chase Jones
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Kendall Heiney
Alexis Traugher
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Molly Williams, Ashley Moyer,
Abigail Peartree, Giana Rosario,
Delaney Szwast,
Diego Fenstermaker,
Callum Zimmerman

Mrs. Kathy Nowlin

The Slate, published eight times a year, is the journalistic voice of Northern Lehigh High School. For information on advertising or to be added to the delivery drop-off list, email theslatenews@nlsd.org. The Slate is
an active member of the Pennsylvania Newspaper Association and the National Scholastic Press Association. Support for a free press is provided by Northern Lehigh administration: Mr. Matthew Link
(superintendent), Dr. Tania Stoker (assistant superintendent), Mr. Robert Vlasaty (principal) and Mr. David Hauser (assistant principal). Enjoy this staff’s hard work and please pass it along!
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Liberal steps up, writes in defense of Trump
Editorial note: In order to solicit a more conservative view and/or a Republican perspective to support what former President Donald
Trump had accomplished in his four years in office, The Slate sent an email to the student body in search of a willing writer. Twice. Announcements were also shared on the Dog Dish morning news program for two weeks. We received no response. So, in an honest attempt to
discover some achievement in Trump’s term, our associate editor (far from a MAGA supporter) fills the bill.
-

-

-

-
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Transgender roles hindered, not helped, by media

-
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We don’t need to see what’s behind this mask
Morality plays a big
role in anti-maskers’
selfish motives

-
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Graphic novels supply reading motivation that other books lack
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Screaming matches, ignored opinions hurt our country’s progress

-
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Basketball Senior Nights, pages 11, 13
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After 1,000-plus wins, the super
one finally crosses the finish line
NLHS veteran teacher Dave Oertner approaches 40 years of coaching; eyes the end before retirement

-
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Seniors take the court for final games

‘Super Dave’ calls it a career as head coach for almost four decades

-

-
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Boys basketball seniors celebrate their special night
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History started with unanimously-elected Washington
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Overworking, understaffing will lead to teaching/nursing shortages
-
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Get down with PPE
Yeah, you know me… #oldschool

25-27 N. Second St.
Slatington, PA 18080
610-767-3011

Serving the Northern Lehigh area
for over 65 years.
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